I am biking uphill and come to a village from where I can look at a chain of green mountains. I see that there is a dirty road going up and stop to ask where it takes. I am about to ask an old man inside an old house but he makes signs to go away.
Two old friends take a seat by two girls who are not so cute. I decide to seat by myself and draw. I then stand up and explain that I would seat with them if there was a third girl. One of my friends tell me to give them his number but I can't remember it and he gets pist.
I am in the country filming and see my brother-in-law kissing his wife behind the barn. He is going away on his new motorcycle. It is actually her going away leaving him alone with a friend. He has a door taped in the garage and my girlfriend wants a hammer to show him how to set it up.
I am on racing bike going fast down a station. The controller have a little gate open for me and I manage to pass through without ticket. There is another gate and this time I jump. As I get downstairs the metro has just left. Two girls are on a manual wagon pacing before another metro arrives.
I go for a walk at night in the downtown of a big Asian city. There is no traffic and many shops around. I pass through one selling lingerie. It is crowded with fancy Asian girls but I continue to the end of the road where it gets all quite. The asphalt turns into a segmented rock and I walk on it.
My office is in a dark and small basement of the suburbs. I propose my colleague to go out to eat but he shows me that he has some pizza left. He is willing to share it but I still think to go out and have something fresh.
I am with an American couple driving through a village. We stop at a small market where the man wants to buy dry fruit from a boy. He just gets him a small coin and demand a whole bag. He gets it with a long yellow fruit to suck. I also have plenty of small coins in my pocket.
At dinner my stepfather jells at his mother. He then scratches my arm and I smash the lamp. I then leave in the dark with my bike and use a sword to punch a tyre of their old car. My uncle appears with big muscles and so are all the other relatives wanting me to leave with all my belongings.
I am in a bar of a train and look for a pen to write the titles of the songs I am hearing. I find a metal one at the reception desk. The receptionist is wondering about a name and I explain that it is my sister who was invited by us to join the trip.
I am in a disco and walk very fast to the bathroom showing my chest. I soon realize that everybody else is too young. I then go back to the dance floor and start dancing but there is an old an ugly girl close to me and I move away.
I am in line to get on a bus to a theme park when I am told that my girlfriend and son are already on another bus. I then rush to the entrance of the terminal and get on but they are not there. There is a group of older homosexuals kissing. We pass by a lake and they get off at a camp-site.
I listen to a man playing a native song on the piano. He uses several keys at once creating a reverberation. I seat on a rock behind him to listen and look at the sunset. I try to film it but I am without memory. I put it on and as I film a group of kangaroos comes out jumping.
I am at a party calling my students to come and fish in the laundry machine. They don't come and I go out to check on the terrace. There is an old lady cooking breakfast with a student's baby in her arms. I take him in my arms and look at his beautiful blue eyes.
I am skiing downhill but get in the wrong lane where skiers are slowly coming up. My skies are old and I also go very slow. At the bottom I meet my cousin and as I jump down a wall I seat on it. I then start filming the ski-lifts passing over me. I take a second film only showing the cable.
I am barbecuing my dinner inside a box. A friend comes and adds more coal but the fire dies and he removes all the coals. On one side of the box there are actually some cooked dishes but not on the other. I try to find a way to get the fire going over.
My son and I are on a mountain and meet a lady from the tourist office. I tell her that my ancestors where bee farmers and I also want to learn. She then polishes with an air compressor an astronaut suite. I wear the big helmet and scare my son. She is actually going to sell it to me.
An old backpack is laying on the table and I glue each side of the main opening. I then let my best friend and another guy to attach them. As they do so they discuss whether their fathers listened to the same music. One of them sings and the glue goes through the attached fabrics.
A lady is swimming in a cold river. She then comes out and have a warms up section with others. I jump in the water and also start swimming around the island. I get by a private tennis court and come out trying to climb over the fence. I feel too old to pull myself up and the players don't help.
We are on top of an artificial water fall made of rounded steps. My girlfriend wants us to go down but it is too steep for our kid. She then goes down first and I pass him to her when she almost at the pool in the bottom.
I am in class listening to a lecture about the transcendentalists. I am not the teacher but start asking questions to the students. One of them is projecting n animation and I feel distracted. I can't even remember the name of the main transcendentalist and stand up to shut his projection.
My American director and I are in an apartment of a high building looking out afraid to be seen. There is a new building right in front but it is still empty. I then get downstairs and attach an headphone to each of the red cabins standing in the garden.
I am at my mother's place with three other guys looking very junky. I hear her coming and tell them to go away. They bike down the road but one of them comes back to pick a thing he forgot. My mother is actually not angry and just wants to get me a new suitcase.
We are in a shop to get me some new clothes. There are only cheap jeans and I am looking for a shirt. My mother tells me to try one anyway. The shop assistant gives me a standard size but it is too tight. It actually fits my son perfectly.
I am going out of a cafeteria and notice my Chinese colleague drinking alcohol alone. I don't stop and go out with an American guy. I tell him that I will move to his city but he is listening to music. He then tells me of a recent crime that happened there.
I am with a friend walking in the ghetto and meet a cop. He has a corn hanged on his rear mirror and my friend tells me that it is a good sign. He then asks him to get me a ride to the hospital since I have a cavity. He agrees and asks where is my local hospital.
I come to my uncle place that they are just done watching a film. They are all very elegant and have a nice present for me. I am badly dressed and give my cousins a chunk of salmon in exchange. I also have a package of smoked salmon and also give it to them.
I am introduced to a doctor on a cruise. I tell him of my back problems and he lays behind me on the floor but doesn't try to fix them. When I stand up there is sperm on the ground and I realize that he fucked me. I then make his wife pregnant although she is short and really ugly.
I look at the pictures of a girl coming out of a cave with an horse. We were going to get together but then I redrew. I zoom on her face and she first look cute but then I look at her mouth and she actually looks ugly.
I wake up sharing a bed with a guy. There are many other students still sleeping in the room. I try to be quiet and walk to the toilette. I close the curtains and I am about to seat on it but there is a girl sleeping on the side. She wakes up really pist.
Two old teachers try to interpret the work of a guy. He has made two flowers out of a gold foil and then wrapped them in a dark metal. They realize that he wants to kill them and start unwrapping their leaves. He comes and I try to make signs to have them to stop talking about him.
I forgot about my meeting at the museum and rush with my son through a hill to the castle where it is located. He runs behind me wearing a toy armour. I have been talking to another parent at the daycare and completely forgot.
I walk with my best friend in a supermarket to buy bread for hot-dogs. Around a square shelf we find plenty of magazines. My friend starts looking at the ones with naked girls but a nun is seating on his side. He then approaches the ones showing cars.
I am walking by the city center and pass a small shop selling men suites. The shop assistant inside is actually an old friend. He is also wearing a fine suite while my clothes are dirty and bad. He hugs me nonetheless and I tell him that I was just talking about him with a friend.
A friend and I come to a site with large rounded rocks on top of which there are cemented benches embedded. We cross to one side and he asks me why they are not comfortable. I reply that it is because they should have been placed down where it is hollow and not on top.
I am in a park trying to photograph a tree standing alone. I place myself in front of one and get my dick out ready to pee. The neighbour's little daughter comes and goes to tell her mother. The tree is too little and I walk down in the crowd to look for another.
My girlfriend takes me on top of a bridge with a thick vegetation on the opposite side. We get to a chain of small islands where I have already been. It gets dark and I still have a bag of fresh potatos to plant. I want to take her to the end the ferry terminal at the end but we get in a busy road.
A group of old American artists have been invited by the director and I search for their names on the internet. There is a series of images showing how they have changed scale to different objects. There is a gigantic reproduction of a Jeep and of a big house.
A students wants to quit his project and I ask him to talk to me about it. I first tell him to shut down the big monitor of his computer and then we seat facing each other on a long desk. There is allot of junk on it and we push it on the side making a corridor between us.
I am still sleeping when two friends wake me up but I can't understand if it is already morning. They have a paper with a list to sign up for a party. I know that I will be gone and I don't sign anything.
I am eating with my sister and a friend on a small hill in the garden of our mountain cottage. The dinner is not yet over but I leave although they really want me to stay including the dog. I descend the hill and take my son inside to get ready to descend the mountains when we hear a big storm.
I am looking on the internet at the profile of a friend. He has pictures of himself seating in front of the computer without shirt. There is even an image of a naked woman under his computer mouse. A video interview starts with him making fun of a politician.
Individual students are presenting their assignment in class. They had too little time but a student managed to invite two reporters of a TV channel. One of them is a black man with big muscles and starts speaking. He is not a reporter but a famous basketball player.
My son and I are walking in a park and meet a little boy with whom he has just played. They run after each other and the latter fells on the gravel. My son tries to help him up but his father arrives and hit my son in the back of his head.
I am in the hotel room of a high apartment looking down on the road. I see my girlfriend and son reflected on a metal surface and get afraid that something might happen. They are soon inside and she shows me the bike saddle with springs that she just got. We jump with joy.
My father takes us to a busy café outdoor. We get in line and find just few persons in front of us. The waiter shows us a free table. It is only for one person but we seat anyway with only a small sandwich. My father then tells me that we should get something more like a bottle of water.
The carrots of a fruit stand look eaten but I try anyway a slice. I get a bunch even though the owner tells me that they are sour. He is also preparing a big pot for me with spaghetti and sausages. I tell him that I don't want them and he starts wining. I leave and realize that he was my small son.
I am in my parents' old basement and meet the neighbours' beautiful daughter. I want to ask her out but there is also another guy who comes to visit her. I feel sad and she smile to comfort me. Her small teeth are actually very yellow and ugly.
I get to walk with an English couple up a steep mountain. They then turn on a new road and take me all the way up where an old ski resort is reopening with a new lift. We reach the metro station where I look at the tanned faces of the locals going home after working at the lift.
I get by a restaurant and look at the food displayed in the windows. I get in but only find the waitresses arranging the tables but no costumers. I then decide to walk out again and meet a beautiful Brazilian student. She is the manager and is giving orders. Her nose is actually too big.
My girlfriend just got a message from our boss. I check her pink little laptop but start the wrong program. It is to configure a new identity. I try to get back to the message but the screen turns black and the program starts again.
I am in our apartment's garden picking weed. I pull up a whole one and find a hole underneath it. It shows two underground floors. I get down with my son to look. They are empty and the moss has grown over the cement. We are about to go further down but my girlfriend calls us up.
I am going out to eat pizza with my sister but when I get to her van it is already packed with friends. I then go back home to complain with my mother and seat alone to eat in a long table. Also my sister and friends seat on the opposite side. I start throwing pieces of bread at them.
A friend and I are hiding in a basement. Through a window we can look at the elevator coming down. We get in and are first transported all the way up and then horizontally above a large metropolis.
I am guiding some friends through a wood and reach the only opening from where to look at the mountains. There is actually another path on the ridge. A man is walking there with his two children and he is not afraid of the height.
I seat with my girlfriend's colleagues around a desk. One of them hands out a test and they start discussing on how to carry it on. I understand that it will take a long time and redraw right before it begins.
A student blows a long slide for me and my colleague. An old man then shows how to slide on it with a board. I pick one but have to pay him. I then go to the opposite side where my son is also getting in. He goes down with a bike in full speed and I keep it behind him. It gets too fast to turn.
I left my belongings on a beach and go to check if they are still there. There is actually a man lighting a fire in the back. He tells me to look out for the tide and I send my son to get our stuff. As I look at a path he gets followed by a shark that starts running on four arms out of the water.
I get in a fruit shop where there is both a man and a woman working. Each one of them has a large stand but the man's one comes first. Some young people are buying fruit there but I notice that the grapes in the lady's stand is very cheap.
I am in the living room talking with an old friend. He is arranging a studio for me through another friend. I don't really need one but decide to go for it starting on the middle of the month. He actually suggests me to get it from the first month of this year.
A friend and I get in a bakery and wonder if the baker is actually Italian. As it gets our turn I propose that my friend could work for him. He has him behind the counter to work on a large dough that can easily brake. My friend already knows about it and can handle it.
I am in my parents-in-law's cottage and meet an old friend in the kitchen. He has just bought a big cottage with his girlfriend. They got a good deal although he has promised money that he doesn't have.
I get in the city hall and meet two students at the information desk. One of them finds me really handsome with my new haircut. I also have a pair of fancy sun glasses on my head and pull them down to look even cooler.
I ask an Arabic shop assistant to mount my photographs for my exhibition at the museum. He also has a painting exhibition there and go to look into it. A Finish shop assistant comes to inform me that even Catholics will be able to publish on the Protestant magazine. I am not interested.
My little cousin calls me on my mobile being very enthusiast of my upcoming wedding. I then remember that he also was in the list of invitations like all the other relatives. I want to ask him about his snowboarding but he keeps on talking.
I am walking through a crowd of students going the opposite direction. There is a small Asian student and I take him by the head. I am about to crash him against an other student but then remember that the latter is a martial artist. My Chinese colleague is also there and approves.
The director of the art museum and I are in a printing shop. She asks a shop assistant for a discount to my prints. The latter shows her that if I use a smaller format it gets much cheaper. I also like to ask about the mounting of the prints but the director wants her staff to use their 3D printer.
I get back to school after the final party and find the students sleeping in class. There is a round container of skin lotion on the floor and I give it back to a girl. She doesn't want it and throws it back on the floor where it rolls away.
I am sailing with a friend on a small boat along the Chinese coast. A large industrial city is on my side but the wind is against us and we are moving very slow. There are actually big waves coming against us and we turn the boat from where we came.
A friend takes me back to my apartment and we meet my ex girlfriend out in the courtyard with the other neighbours. She has a small wet towel and is cleaning her bike. I ask her permission to be around and she approves slightly with her head without getting angry.
I get in the barn and find my girlfriend there wiping. I then lay her on the floor to make love and she doesn't oppose even though someone might catch us. She gets on top of me and I find her breast really solid.
We get in a boat for a tour and have to seat with the other tourists like we were on a bus. It is too tight and I am about to complain with the captain but then we leave in full speed. I keep seated thinking that we will use the bottom floor to eat when we stop.
I am on top of a small hill and say that I don't find it that high. A local then takes me with him down to the river. I understand that he wants to show me the view from the cliff on the opposite side. I have already been there but he doesn't listen.
An older man and I are booking a room in the reception of a hotel. He gets the largest room and I get a small one that is already occupied by a bold man. I just need to pay half of his price.
I walk in an old restaurant with my uncle and his client. As we walk up the staircase I ask the latter if here is the wine cellar where he sent pictures from. It is the one and my uncle takes me downstairs and up in a room where all the wine is stored.
I am by a round opening watching the people at the bottom floor. As I realize that they have locked me in one of them removes the mattress and I can no longer jump down. I then go looking for some pillows and find a couple. Another man has jumped without them and got badly injured.
My biological father is talking to me on the phone while I get in a living room and choose some postcards to send him. I then go to the kitchen and recognize the voice of a friend. He is seated on the foot of the fridge and have another guy checking his painful back.
I ask a black cashier for a metro ticket but she prints a lottery ticket instead. She is very surprised finding that I won allot of money and wants to get paid to arrange all the papers. She gets out and on me with her big tits. I come and realize that she is a man and my mother is out watching.
I am in class and draw for my director two friends that could work for him. Another colleague is teaching and asks me if I am available at the end of the summer. I wasn't following and can't understand why. I anyway take my agenda out and see that I will have to use a red measure.
I follow my Chinese colleague to lunch and take a plate of carrots along. He also has a bag with bread. We get in the small cafeteria and the chief looks suspiciously at my plate. I seat down and eat with the other students but he comes towards and catches two of them with their own towels.
We are standing out in the tropical ocean holding our son under water. He comes out crying and doesn't want to get down any more. He will have to take a roll in a film and has been actually trained to be underwater for long.
I am in my parents' old basement and my father has a program that doesn't work on his laptop. He wants to reinstall the entire system and I tell him that it is not necessary. He then remembers that I am good with the hardware and wants me to look at the microchips.
I gather my students in the hallway for the final examination and realize that some of them have never attended my class. I then ask the director to call everyone by name and check those that I tell them. I soon realize that they are all my mates from my old swimming team.
I am walking down to the sea side and meet two American girls walking up. I keep walking down and realize that there is a high tide covering the entire beach with big waves. I then decide to also turn back.
I am in school and meet with some students. One of them got his arms completely covered with large coloured tattoos. His red hairs are also all up like a punk and he moves around. His girlfriend is also watching but doesn't seem to disapprove.
There are wheels wrapped around the trees of a residential place. I watch one spinning around and want to make all of them spinning. I then start unwrapping another but a guy living there gets angry thinking that I have put them up.
I take my son up a mountain covered with snow. We walk in the wood along the empty ski slope but it is too dark. We then get out in the fresh snow and reach the top. There is no view and the slope continue down to the opposite side. We start descending.
I am with my American friend and his girlfriend about to watch a film in their living room. They get out with a big bag of chips. I want to have some but he extracts the oil first and fills a whole bucket.
It is night time and me and my friends are out of a shop lighting a fire. I call another friend and start talking to him in Spanish. He is actually my uncle and I hang up but then realize that he will anyway see that it was me calling.
I am walking with two Russian immigrants up an old staircase. We reach a small sanctuary that it is dark and one of them takes a big cigar out. He uses a match to light it and I put my hand to cover the wind. The flame stays still and doesn't burn the cigar.
Two guys are doing a live documentary in a natural cave going along the ridge of a mountain. They keep walking on the top by the daylight coming through the rock. One of them explain that it is not possible to get deeper otherwise they would get lost in the dark.
We are out in the city doing a test for our teacher. I get the first question asking about a famous architect. For the second question I write about the ski holder that my architect friend has on his car. I explain that he can also be used as a snowboard holder as he is doing.
My cousin and I take a seat on the staircase of an old church. I start to film the square in front of us but miss the perspective point. I film again but this time my cousin pushes me. I get ready to film again and tell him to be still for some seconds.
I am at a party on top of a terrace and bend on a corner to eat from a bowl of chips. Meanwhile I sing an Irish revolutionary song but soon stop afraid to offend a group English men. They are actually Irish and we start singing all together.
I listen to a researcher who has the reputation of being grumpy. He is actually very nice and tells two girls about his master who lives in the mountains. On my way home I meet a younger researcher but we don't greet each others. He has also been to his master who lives close by.
An old friend and I met after many years but now he is gone again. I just then remember that we had sex together. We were in bed and I was actually fucking him from the top but I can't understand how.
My girlfriend and I are in the city center. She leaves with the moped making allot of smoke. She forgot to tell me something and comes back making the other people upset. I make her leave at once before they get really angry.
I get inside a small gallery of shops but they are all closed. I get to the end of it and find one selling cosmetics. There are some openings through the window and I get two of them. I then start to go out and realize that a shop assistant is watching. I hide the cosmetics under my sweater.
My son and I are walking down a field. I see a path on the left side but he wants to go play on the right where there is a small church. We get in that the service is being celebrated. I look at the beautiful girls and then go out followed by the guys crying.
I am in the terrace with my old boss talking. I tell him that after he has rejected my application I will move to China. As he tells me to stay the rain starts dropping through the sun screen on top of us. We go in and I never get to hear his point.
I just heard a Polish guy talking about robbing our houses. We then get to our cottage and check through the windows if he is there. Everything is in order but as we get in I see another Polish walking away from the neighbour's cottage. I jell and tell the later about it. He is very strong man.

